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Adobe licensing under review
W

inona State University is planning on
reducing their Adobe Creative Cloud
licensing from a full campus license to 400
individual accounts by fall of 2018.
Kenneth Janz, associate vice president for
academic affairs and chief information officer
at Winona State, is in charge of the negotiations
with Adobe. Over the next few months, Janz will
be working with Adobe to find a new licensing
agreement that will work for the schools budget.
"The current agreement we have runs out in
February of 2017," Janz said. "We have enough
money so we can continue that license at least
through June, so we'll get all the way through
next school year."
Adobe produces the Adobe Creative Cloud, a
gold standard in digital art applications. The full
suite includes Photoshop, Premiere, InDesign
and many others.
Adobe knows this, Janz said, and because of
their products necessity, it can be a difficult
corporation to negotiate with.
"They know they have a product, Photoshop.
They're the only ones that sell that graphic design
product," Janz said. "Because they know their
position in the market, they negotiate from a
position of strength, which is not exactly good
when you're trying to get a better deal."
The change is a result of years of overspending
on Adobe licenses, which were caused by a

shift in how Adobe sells licenses to colleges and
universities.
Until three years ago, Winona State purchased
400 licenses for use on campus. What this means
is that at any given time, only 400 students were
able to have Adobe products on their computer.
This covered the programs which needed
Adobe, namely graphic design, marketing and
mass communication. It cost the university
approximately $40,000 a year, which was
manageable but did not last for long.
"(Adobe) came in three years ago and said they
could no longer do concurrent licensing. You
have to buy a license for every computer that
could possibly run it on campus," Janz said.
According to Janz, there are currently 419
students on campus who have Adobe products
installed on their laptops
Due to Adobe's site license requirement, the
university has to instead buy licenses for all 8,486
enrolled students instead of just the students who
need it.
The other problem with site licenses comes
from the cost. Instead of the $40,000 that Winona
State was originally paying, Janz said, the switch
forced the university to spend $140,000 a year.
"We never had budget to assume that impact.
So what we did is we started cutting $100,000 out
of our classroom repair and betterment funds,"
Janz said.

This $100,000 amounts to a full half of the
classroom repair budget. This kind of budget loss
can have a huge impact on a university, and with
only half the money they need, classrooms have
suffered over recent years.
"We are trying to do the right thing for the
students, but at the same time, we've made
sacrifices to continue the Adobe products that we
have," Janz said.
According to Janz, Winona State is doing
everything they can to keep the software available
for the students that need it, and there is no need
to worry about losing Adobe entirely.
"Worst case scenario we're saying well, it
becomes a book cost, and if you need Adobe,
You're paying $19 a month," Janz said. "We don't
want to do that, and we're going to work so those
majors don't have to do that."
While students in programs that require Adobe
have nothing to worry about, other students may
not be so lucky.
"The only thing that might hurt is people who
are outside of certain majors may have a harder
time getting it," Janz said. "That's an issue which,
I will admit, might be the negative consequence
of this."
BY NATHANIEL NELSON
news / features reporter
nlnelson13@winona.edu

Tech support provides guidance against technology theft

S

tudents have recently filed complaints about in
creased laptop and tablet theft around Winona State
University's campus. The university has recognized this
growing issue, and tech support has provided some sug
gestions for keeping possessions from being taken.
"Don't leave laptops or tablets unattended," Codie
LaVelle at Technical Support Services in Somsen Hall
said. "Don't leave your backpack with your laptop or
tablet inside and lock the door to your room to prevent
things from being taken."
LaVelle also said students must file the theft with
police. Once they have the police report, Winona State
can then begin the process of setting them up with new
devices.
"The student goes through a process of searching for
where it's been and the process of replacing it," LaVelle
said.
With an increase in theft, students like Kristi Loomis
worry about the safety of her belongings.
"I live in the dorms, and I don't frequently lock my
door. So when I leave my laptop I sometimes worry
about it being stolen," Loomis said.
Student Jessica Kay said she also is bothered about her
valuables being stolen.
"I trust people here, but I don't like to leave my things
like my laptop or tablet on it's own just in case," Kay said.
Adrian Harmsen, first year student, had his laptop
stolen recently, and it started to take a toll on his schoolwork.
"I was looking for my laptop one morning, and I
couldn't find it. I thought I had lost it," Harmsen said.
"I was very frustrated and confused. It was really hard
because I had homework I couldn't do."
After two days of not finding his laptop, Harmsen
became concerned.
"I didn't know what I should do to find it," Harmsen
said. "It turned out my roommate had taken it. I don't
know what I would have done without it. All my things
for school are on my computer. I am just glad it was
returned to me."
To keep laptops, tablets and all personal belongings
safe, tech support emphasized in a university-wide email
to not to leave items unattended.
If a laptop or tablet has been stolen, follow up with
tech support for further information.
BY CHENEY MASON
news reporter

cmasonl 4@winona.edu
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Educators, students anticipate Education Village benefits

A

so it really I think is a great asset to the student."
s Winona State University continues
With the emerging new technology and re
preparations for Education Village,
structuring of the center, the classroom and other
educators and students are already planning for
areas will have more opportunities like new ways
the move.
of observing the children.
Education Village is a project to combine
"So one of the things we have talked about
surrounding buildings by the children's center in
Wabasha Hall, as well as Wabasha Hall as a whole is having some observation windows, having
some streaming to go so a class could be
to create one space to serve education programs.
upstairs watching a behavioral interaction in
June Reineke the director of the Wabasha Hall
our classroom," Reineke said. "So there should
Children's Center, is looking forward to the
be some technology we can use that will allow
stronger partnership with Winona State.
students good access but also protecting our
"One thing we learned early on with bush is
children."
how important partnership is, so the idea of
For the students in education programs,
being able to take our students to practicing
observing and practicing outside of courses is
classrooms so they could see high quality
very important, according to Reineke.
teachers and be a part of the actual classroom
"How can we align all of those things more
instead of having the theory they learn on
closely so that they have classroom experience
campus detached from the practice that is in the
that they need to understand the theory and
classroom," Reineke said.
groundwork, but then what can we do here just
For the student's education programs, Reineke
the day they enter WSU to make them come in
said Education Village's strong relationship with
contact with issues of education, real kids, real
the campus, teachers and faculty will be a great
families, real issues that impact classrooms,"
advantage for them.
"For the last 10 years we have been in Wabasha Reineke said.
There will also be more ways to try out different
Hall, which is a little disjointed from campus, so
methods of learning. For example, giving the kids
now we will have our colleagues, professors of
a chance to learn outdoors and try new creative
education in our same building," Reineke said.
thinking with art and science.
"So we have this teacher student faultily triangle

Reineke said one of the best additions to the
children's center is the new outdoor classroom
that will explore science and drama.
Cassie Stratton, a preschool teacher at the
center, said the stronger partnership and closer
proximity between the university and center will
create a shorter commute as well.
"I can say its bringing Winona State closer to
us, so the connections we have at preschool level
and even with infant and toddler and practicum
and students may make for shorter commutes
for people so to speak between class and coming
here to do practicum work or work with the PE
department or the PESS department," Stratton
said.
Stratton said she is hoping for the community
to see this new space as an important investment
for learning from birth to adulthood.
"Ideally, they will see how important the
children's center has been and will continue to
be as part of a teach 21 and birth through college
level learning. There's more people here and they
are seeing where it starts and how it continues."
Stratton said.
BY ANNE KOOIKER

news reporter

hkooikerl 4@winona.edu

SECURITY INCIDENTS
A welfare check was
requested in East Lake
Apartments. The
student was found to
be fine.

A professor report
ed a man with a holstered gun in Minne
Hall. The man was
found to be a law
enforcement officer.

Custom Alarm
reported a trouble
alarm in Richards
Hall. It was found to
be a false alarm, and
facilities was notified.

A father called
concerned about
having no contact
with his son. The
son was notified
to call his father.

A verbal argument resulted in the
arrest of a student for an
outstanding warrant and
obstructing the legal process. The
matter was referred to the hall
director and the conduct officer.

JAN. 26 • JAN. 27 # JAN. 28 # JAN. 29 • JAN. 30 •

Forrest Weinstock was found
in Wabasha Hall, in violation
of a trespassing notice. Wa
basha Hall employees were
advised to contact police
immediately upon his return.
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A student was found
with multiple beer
cans near the Ga
zebo. The matter
was referred to the
conduct officer.

A student was re
ported in possession
of a gun off campus.
Police were notified,
but no charges were
filed.

A student fell in a
stairwell in Phelps
Hall. The student
was transported to
urgent care by her
mother.

A student was found
in his dorm room with
alcohol. The matter was
referred to the Prentiss
Hall Director and the
conduct officer.

THIS WEEK IN WINONA
Blood Drive
Time: 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons, East Hall
Contact: Nicole Zimmerman,
nzimmerman12@winona.edu

Student Senate
discusses funds
for club travels

Valentine Card Sale
Time: 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons, lower hyphen
Contact: ChunLok Mah,
cmah@winona.edu
Study Abroad Peer Advising Meeting
Time: Noon to 3 p.m.
Place: Maxwell Hall lobby
Contact: Kathreen Smith,
kesmith11@winona.edu

W

inona State University's Student Senate met in the
purple rooms of Kryzsko Commons last Wednes
day, Feb. 3 to discuss what is happening around the Wino
na State campus and hear from a few guest speakers.
It was decided that $1,500 would be allotted to for the
National Society of Collegiate Scholars for the March to
College event.
The Winonan was alloted $2,138.12 to help cover the
costs for attending the National College Media Conven
tion.
Winona States AdFed club requested $1,500 to help cov
er the costs of its trip to the Student Advertising Summit,
where the group will be able to learn about different areas
of the advertising industry and share the knowledge with
the Winona State community.
The newly reactivated model UN club requested $4,000
to help cover the costs of their trip to New York for the
Model UN Conference, which will offer the club great
networking opportunities, and students could potentially
use the training to host their own conference in Winona
in the future.

Vagina Monologues
Time: 2 p.m.
Place: Somsen Hall,
Harriet Johnson Auditorium
Contact: Tamara Berg, tberg@winona.edu

Valentine's Day!

I Love WSU Week: All-U Campaign Kick-Off
Time: 1 to 4 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons,
Student Activity Center
Contact: University Communications, 507-457-5024
Faculty Recital: Eric Brisson
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Performing Arts Center, Recital Hall
Contact: Marybeth Lenhardt,

BY BEN STRAND

news reporter

bstrandl 1@winona.edu
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Winona State concludes internal investigation
R

esults from Winona State University's
$25,000 internal investigation surrounding
sexual assault accusations against former
basketball coach Mike Leaf revealed the
university had no additional inappropriate acts
involving students.
The results, sent to the Winona State
community via email on the morning of Feb.
2, also indicated that Winona State had no
retaliation by an employee against any student
or employee, and there was no attempt to hide
information or restrict anyone from talking to
the media.
While mainly positive for the university,

the report indicated areas for Winona State
to improve on, such as better procedures for
handling payments of summer athletics camp
employees, more routine consultations between
supervisors and human resources, more clearly
defined employment status and assignments
for graduate assistants, and revamping the
process within the Winona State Foundation for
employees donations.
University President Scott Olson expressed
in the email his hope for a commitment to
excellence.
"We have clear policies in place to promote
the safety and well-being of our students, faculty

and staff, program participants and others in
our learning community," Olson said. " We are
committed to enforcing these policies vigorously."
The university is unable to reveal the results
of the investigation due to the Minnesota data
practices law. A summary of the report has been
made available for the public in the human
resources office on Winona States campus.
The Winonan is continuing to investigate the
report, legalities and other events surrounding
this incident.
BY SAMANTHA STETZER

news editor
sstetzerl2@winona.edu

New year, new goals: maintaining resolutions in February

A

new year means new resolutions, but people
are often notorious for not sticking to these
new self-promises.
Resolutions are unique for everyone, whether
they are about looking for a new job, finding a
new partner or starting a new health plan.
Winona State University health exercise and
rehabilitative science (HERS) professor Peter
Stenberg said making strict resolutions is not
a beneficial approach to take because it almost
inevitably leads to failing.
"I think its much better to think long-term
resolutions," Stenberg said. "Its important to
think of the kind of person you would like to be,
the kind of health that you would like to have and
the goals you would like to achieve."
Stenberg said some people might decide to go
to the gym every day as a resolution, whereas
others may start going for a walk every morning
or just to spend a little time by themselves to
refocus.
"It really depends on the person and what
they want," Stenberg said. "I really disagree
that we should give people a menu that says
how to behave, because everybody is different.
Everybody has different ideas about what they
want to do," Stenberg said.
HERS professor Connie Mettille said whenever
anybody is making a resolution or a goal, the
first thing people have to do is make sure they
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are obtainable. Mettille said people tend to look
at something in a big picture, and the big picture
does not have enough small steps along the way.
It then becomes overwhelming, and this is not
a good recipe for success and behavior change.
"Behavior change takes a long time; its a slow
process to reach the final product or the goal,"
Mettille said. "Unfortunately, people don t set
obtainable goals, and that gets in their way."
Mettille said it is good to make small changes
because people can celebrate their success along
the way and feel like they have accomplished
something little by little.
"Honestly, the key to starting a healthier
lifestyle is to start. There isn't a magic recipe
for happiness, wellbeing and optimal health,"
Mettille said. "It's a process, and people just need
to start doing something they enjoy."
Mettille said people could take up a fun activity
and then add in someone to do the activity with.
"So it doesn't become a task but it becomes
an adventure," Mettille said. "And it becomes
something that both you and your friends can
grow in. You can learn from your friends, and
they can learn from you."
According to Stenberg, learning can also be
from a matter of age. He said people change as
they get older, and their motivation may lead
them to look for different resolutions because of
their different experiences.

"Young people may look into finding a good
job as part of their resolutions, but as people age
they think of how to remain focused on the jobs
they already have and retirement," Stenberg said.
Winona State has a great deal of resources to
help students remain healthy, Stenberg said, such
as different ways to keep active and to learn about
pursuing a healthy lifestyle.
"We have a fantastic resource of the IWC,
which has a wonderful exercise facility," Stenberg
said. "This university has a lot of resources to
support students with other issues that can be
financial, mental health issues or just issues
around things that are happening in their life."
Mettille said what people have to do to stick to
something is to integrate it into their life. She said
one of the best ways for students to be consistent
in working out is to schedule it in every day.
"Whatever behavior you are trying to grow
toward, it needs to become a part of your life or
it will be a task, and tasks are difficult," Mettille
said. "Change is not a task, it's a process that
will lead you to an end point. There has to be a
gradual process of build up and if we are doing
anything that's moving you towards optimal
health, then it's a positive good thing. That's the
bottom line. Pick what works for you and do it."
BY SARA TIRADOSSI

news reporter/photographer
stiradossil3 @winona.edu

Leah Perri profile of an award-winning writer
W

inona State University senior
Leah Perri won the fiction
entry of the Winona creative writ
ing prize for her short story, "Date
Night"
Perri is majoring in English writ
ing and is graduating in May.
"It's kind of sad one door is clos
ing," Perri said regarding gradua- *
tion. "But there's so much to look
forward to. I'm excited."
Perri hopes to one day work in
the communications department
of a nonprofit for a cause that she is
passionate about, which for Perri is
sustainability or "green careers."
After graduation, Perri plans on
spending three months in Ireland,
and then three months in Italy
working on organic farms through a
program called World Wide Oppor
tunities on Organic Farms.
She hopes to gain experience in
the field of sustainability and open
other doors that could lead to a ca
reer in writing about these topics.
"As a reporter, you are an observer,
you are writing about cool people
and the things they are doing," Perri
said. "I want to be the person doing
the cool things. I want to do some
thing that's making a difference that
I feel really good about everyday,
even if it's in a small way."
Perri s interest in sustainability has
been a "growing interest." There are
two roots in which this interest has
stemmed from.
Her sophomore year she went on
a travel study to Ecuador, where she
learned about sustainable ways to
make a living.
Perri also used to work at the

Blue Heron, and she said they pride
themselves on having homemade,
organic and local food.
"There is a solid community of
people here (in Winona) who have
a high appreciation of those things
and are environmentally conscious,"
Perri said.
Perri currently writes for the
Winona Daily News as an educa
tion reporter for k-12 schools. She
expressed that there is a food a
wellness column, but it was already
covered.
However, she enjoys going into
classrooms and working with teach
ers and students.
Perri shared how she has been
writing her whole life. She explained
she was always the kid who made
up and wrote stories and was a big
reader.
Perri likes writing fiction the most
because she says it comes naturally
to her. However, as a change of pace,
she is taking an advanced poetry
class right now.
She has never had any of her cre
ative work published before, and she
has never submitted anything before
the Winona creative writing prize
because she was too shy.
"When you write creatively, your
work is close to your heart and you
don't want anyone to criticize it,"
Perri said.
Perri said she is now more willing
to submit her work to other mag
azines because she said, "there is
nothing to lose, so why not."
Perri wrote her short story in Pro
fessor Oness s advanced story-writ
ing class and she mentioned how

Senior Leah Perri, one of the winners of the Winona
creative writing prize.

she did a lot of work shopping with
it in the class, which really helped.
The short story "Date Night" is
about a middle-aged woman who
is very stubborn and is struggling
to come to terms with things in her
life.
"It's not as sad or serious as I made
it sound there," Perri clarified. "It

EMMA MASUILEWICZ
photographer
emasuilewiczl4@winona.edu

has humor and surprises."
Perri's short story "Date Night"
will be featured in Satori, Winona
State's literary magazine, at the end
of the semester. Copies can be found
in the library after April 25.
BY DANA SCOn
features reporter
dscottl2@ winona.edu
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Chamber orchestra club serenades
students for Valentine's Day fundraiser
V

alentines Day, a day traditionally known for
showering your significant other with flow
ers and sweets, just got a little sweeter. For the
very first time, Winona State University's cham
ber orchestra club is offering to serenade loved
ones in an effort to make their Valentines Day
celebration something to remember.
From the 7 to 13 of Feb., students and faculty
can choose from four different love songs for the
club to perform in front of their significant other
or friend. The song list for the serenades contains
classic love songs, like Elvis Presley's "Fools Rush
In," Turtles' hit "Happy Together," Nat King Cole's
"L.O.V.E." and modern love song "1,2,3,4" by
the Plain White T's. Faculty members can also
arrange to have the orchestra sing to their class.
"Oh, I would absolutely love it," first-year
Meghan Kimmerle said about being serenaded.
The chamber orchestra club has made a lot
of big changes in the past year. For the past few
years, they relied solely on the members of the
club as well as student senate for funding. After
a big change in their leadership, they decided to
take matters in to their own hands and began
fundraising to fulfill the group's needs. Last se
mester, the group started their own bake sale, and
it turned out to be a huge success.
Since this type of fundraiser has never been
done before, they are not exactly sure what to
expect. They are hoping to be able to promote
the music program at Winona State while also
sharing their love for music. The group is hoping
to see lots of members from the Winona State
community get involved and participate.
"In the past it has been difficult to host fundraising events with 30-plus members who have a
variety of majors, plus finding a time where they
all could participate. Last semester we had a bake
sale where club members homemade and donat
ed baked goods to be sold," Emily Maire, cham
ber orchestra club president, said.
The group will use the money raised to take
care of the costs of traveling to events to see
different orchestras. These trips help to further

8 - LIFE

Musician" fundraiser should check out Winona
States "upcoming events" page, which contains
information about signing up and choosing the
song they want to be played. The cost for renting
a musician is $5 and students should allow 24
hours for the orchestra to plan the performance.
"Whether it's for their significant other or for
a class before a test.. .1 mean, who doesn't like
being serenaded by music?" Maire said.

develop the orchestra and allows them learn
from the highly talented and professional groups.
Watching other orchestras perform enriches the
capacity for improving the skills of the individ
uals within the orchestra. The orchestra enjoys
traveling to different performances in the Mid
west area. One of their favorite performances to
see is the Minnesota Orchestra in Minneapolis.
"In the past we have traveled to Wisconsin to
see the Milwaukee Orchestra, and would like to
expand our options and see the renowned Chica
go Symphony," Maire said.
Students who are interested in the "Rent A

BY MADISON BOWE
features reporter

mbowel4@winona.edu
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Students produce, perform three plays in 24 hours

T

hree plays: scripted, casted, designed, staged
and rehearsed in 24 hours. This was the main
goal last weekend for students involved in the
theatre and dance department in producing 24
Hour Theatre.
Starting at 7 p.m. Friday, Feb. 5, seniors Adam
Calcagno, Kort Linblad and David Traff each
wrote their own plays from start to finish.
"All week I've been formulating ideas," Linblad
said before Friday afternoon.
Linblad wrote a comedic play titled, "All I Have
To Do Is Dream." In the play, a man battles with
his conscience about whether he should wake up
or not.
Traff contributed another comedy, "Shenani
gans," in which partygoers engaged in arguments
and duel to win over a girl.
The longest play, written by Calcagno and
titled, "Dante's Intern, Mo," featured a man, Mo,
who realized he has died and gone to hell. Mo is
given a job as a salesman of temptations.
"The challenge I faced outside of the obvious—
time— was condensing my idea into under 30
minutes," Calcagno said.
In order for actors to be given a realistic
amount of lines to memorize, each play is given a
time limit.
"I had a lot of plot and character development
in my head that didn't get on paper, but I was
satisfied with the result," Calcagno said.
While the playwrights worked from 7 p.m. to
11:30 p.m., auditions were held and set design be
gan. Auditions for 24 Hour Theatre are different
compared to regular season shows, because ac
tors do not know what play they will be in, much
less the lines they will need to memorize.
The actors work on ensemble building first, and
then are given some basic lines to go through.
"Basically, we're given five minutes to look at it
and then we cold read the scene," sophomore Ella
Dierberger said.
Dierberger was cast the role of the conscience
in Linblad's "All I Have to do is Dream."
"Auditions were really fun," junior Kayla Nelson
said. "I think it was a nice change of pace, work
ing with your peers instead of your usual profes
sors. It was more laid back."
While the directors watch auditions, they think

First-year Sam Scherrer and
TAYLOR NYMAN
sophomore Ella Dierberger
photographer / photo editor
prepare for their production in
tnymanl
2@winona.edu
the Blackbox Theatre.

of each actor's style, and how they work with one
another within different genres.
"It's a relatively selfless process," Linblad said.
"A lot of the time, you're collaborating with the
other plays and the other directors and writers.
It's not closed off."
Once writing is finalized, the directors meet
with the writers to divide the work and choose
the actors. This year's costume designer, Abby
Schmidt, meets with them to discuss costume
and prop design on a limited time frame.
"We try to keep the costumes as individualized
as possible and take from the actor's own closet
as much as we can," Schmidt said.
Through the whole process, people around the
world were able to watch the entire production
through a social video platform, "Twitch." As the
Digital Media and Publicity representative, Shel

ley Gorak oversaw the live stream.
"We've always had a live stream as far as I
remember," Gorak said. "And the stream last
year didn't get saved so it kind of made me think
about if we had a more permanent way to save
stuff."
With Twitch, The THAD department is able
to save the live stream of the 24 Hour Theatre
productions to use in the future as advertising, as
well as a keepsake of the plays created.
There is also a live chat room along with the
live stream. Gorak set the stream under the
"creative" section on Twitch, enabling anybody
from around the world browsing "creative" to get
a chance to view it.
"That's kind of interesting for the people [in
volved in 24 Hour] that are suddenly getting a
wider audience for what they're doing than just
the handful of people who show up for 24 Hour,"
Gorak said.
24 Hour Theatre is a time crunch, but also a
learning experience for many of the students
involved.
"People are so ready to learn and everyone is
ready for everything good to come out of this,"
senior Bekah Bailey, this year's production man
ager, said.
The prep work and collaboration was seen
with the final performance of the plays running
smoothly and a full house in the Blackbox The
atre.
"I am extremely proud of my actors and the
final performance was easily their best run of the
script," Keagan Anderson, director for "Shenani
gans," said. "I'd say it went brilliantly."
The final product of the students' hard work
helped them grow individually, as well as a group.
"24 Hour Theatre is a great showcase of what
THAD majors and minors have been learning
throughout their time in the department," Cal
cagno said. "We all chip in and help each other
with building, memorizing and develop a differ
ent type of ensemble than we have experienced
before."
BY GIN A SCOn
features reporter
gscottl 2@winona.edu
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Defense plays role in
weekend Warrior wins

T

he No. 10 Winona State University women's
basketball team proved on Friday and
Saturday the importance of defense in the
NSIC conference. Shooting just 35.5 percent
Friday against St. Cloud State University and
35.7 percent Saturday against the University of
Minnesota-Duluth put a lot of pressure on the
Warriors and their defensive end.
Winona State head coach Scott Ballard said he
was happy about the teams defensive effort.
"I'm proud of how we keep playing every
possession on defense," Ballard said. "I wish
people would talk more about our defense than
they do how many threes we hit, how many
points we score."
Defense was the main theme throughout the
weekend as the Warriors struggled to score
consistently. Other than senior point guard
Connor Nagle's high shooting percentage, the
Warriors had trouble scoring, especially from
beyond the arc.
St. Cloud State came into McCown
Gymnasium Friday with an 11-6 record in the
NSIC, looking to take down the current leaders
atop the conference in Winona State.
Nagle scored six of the first eight points for the
Warriors, giving them an early 8-4 advantage and
leading to a 15-12 at the end of the first quarter.
Nagle finished the quarter with eight points,
three rebounds and two assists.
The Huskies responded in the second quarter,
building a 24-18 lead before the Warriors went
on an 8-0 run to take a two-point lead. St. Cloud
State hit a jumper prior to the halftime buzzer,
tying the score at 26 apiece.
Once again, St. Cloud State went ahead on a
quick 7-0 run to start the third quarter to get
the lead, but the Warriors answered with a 7-0
run of their own to tie it up again. With the
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combination of Nagle and junior center Kayla
Timmerman, the Warriors built a five-point lead
going into the final quarter of play.
With Nagle hitting her sixth three of the game
midway through the fourth quarter, the Warriors
would go on to win 62-51.
Winona State maintained control of the glass
as they held a 47-35 rebounding advantage.
Timmerman finished with 14 boards to go along
with 16 points and two blocks.
"She has really taken the rebounding part of
her game to another level," assistant coach Ana
Wurtz said. "Which is huge for us because that's
the one area that we were struggling with."
Nagle finished with a game-high 20 points,
five assists, three steals, while grabbing eight
rebounds. Senior guard Alexis Foley added
14 points, four assists and five rebounds.
Junior guard Tara Roelofs had 10 points while
sophomore forward Hannah McGlone pulled
down nine rebounds.
Ballard said he was proud of the team's hustle
on the defensive end.
"You can tell what kind of attitude a team
has by the way they play defense." Ballard said.
"I'm proud of them for a lot of reasons, but
I'm proud of how competitive they are when it
comes to doing the dirty work - the defense, the
rebounding. It's hard to get people to buy into
that because that's not fun."
The University of Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs
came to town Saturday, coached by former Saint
Mary's Head Coach Mandy Pearson.
Five seconds into the contest, Nagle continued
to hit deep shots with a quick three, and then she
drilled a second shortly after. But the Bulldogs
answered with a 7-0 run to grab the lead 10-8
with 4:39 remaining in the opening quarter.
Winona State regained the lead to have a slight

Senior Alexis Foley
drives past St. Cloud
State defenders during
Friday's home game.
The Warriors defeated
the Huskies 62-51.

EMMA MASUILEWICZ
photographer
emasuilewiczl4@winona.edu

16-14 lead at the end of the quarter.
Nagle hit another three in the second quarter
and the Warriors took a 29-25 lead into halftime.
Winona State turned up the defense in the
third quarter, only giving up six points while the
offense was able to score 17. They were able to
build a 20-point lead with 5:30 remaining in the

fourth to end with a 57-46 victory.
Once again, defense was pivotal as they held
the Bulldogs to 24.6 percent shooting.
"[Duluth] scored 84 points [Friday]. We held
them to 46 tonight," Ballard said after the game.
"The defense is saving us from the other team
going on big runs and that's important. Because
of that, who knows what's going to happen down
the road. But we believe in our defense and each
other."
Connor Nagle has drilled 19 3-pointers in the
last three contests. Coach Wurtz credits her work
ethic for this recent success.
"When you get shooters as good as her, it just
becomes a mental game. She puts in the reps
every single day," Wurtz said. "She's always got
the green light when someone works as hard as
her, constantly in the gym getting up shots. I've
seen the girl make 185 out of 200 threes on a day.
So am I surprised when she goes out and has
these games? No, not at all."
Nagle understands the mental game behind

being a shooter and credits her teammates for
putting her in this position to be successful.
"I think before I would get into to the mental
game and I would worry too much about my shot
to where now if I get it and I'm open, its going
up," Nagle said. "You need a good pass and they
are definitely getting me the ball where I need it."
Timmerman was able to do a lot of the work
Coach Ballard expects as she had back-to-back
double-doubles to go along with eight total
blocks. She understands the work she needs to do
to help her teammates on the court and put the
Warriors in a position to win.
"We have four other threats on the court,"
Timmerman said. "It's always fun to screen for
Connor because she always knows how to hit
everybody and we are able to read each other."
Nagle said when her teammates around her are
getting baskets it ultimately helps her game as
well.
"It's really a domino effect, if'Timm' starts
going off, then my person leaves me and she can

get me the ball and I can go off," Nagle said.
Nagle added she would continue to keep
playing her style of basketball.
"I'm going to keep looking for my shot," Nagle
said. "I mean, I might have to start taking a little
more twos, but we'll cross that road when we get
there"
Winona State (23-2 overall, 16-2 NSIC) cannot
get lower than second in conference and with
wins this weekend against Minnesota State
University Mankato and Concordia-St. Paul, they
can clinch just their second NSIC conference title
in program history.

BY VICTORIA LARSON

sports reporter
vlarsonl4@winona.edu
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Four professors, alumni host poetry reading
T

ucked within the bookshelves on the sec
ond floor of the Darrell W. Kruger Library,
friends, faculty and poetry lovers joined Zach
Carlsen, James Armstrong, Marcia Ratliff and
Sam Hovda for a reading of their original poet
ry. The reading, which took place on Feb. 3, was
made possible by a grant from the South Eastern
Minnesota Arts Council.
Each poet at the reading had a unique connec
tion to Winona State University. Ratliff and Hov
da are Winona State graduates, while Armstrong
and Carlsen have been colleagues in the English
department. According to Armstrong, Carlsen
was the driving force behind the reading.
"It was Zachs idea to bring us all together,"
Armstrong said. "The poems are related by our
connection to each other."
Armstrong, a professor in the English depart
ment, has been writing poetry his whole life, and
often finds himself drawn to poems about wild
life.
"I started writing poems in third grade and as
a child, I won a contest for writing a poem about
an owl," Armstrong said.
During the reading, Armstrong was the last
poet to read his work. Evidence of his lasting
interest about the natural world could be heard
when he read poems about Niagara Falls, and
about the horses he sees in the pastures of Wis
consin while he drives home from work.
After reading his nature-based poetry, Arm
strong started to read poems inspired by his
experiences of re-teaching himself cursive. Arm
strong collaborated with Carlsen while writing
this penmanship poem.
Carlsen, a former co-worker of Armstrongs
and a blogger living in the Twin Cities, read his
work prior to Armstrong. Carlsen read a poem
inspired by communities of people around min
eral extraction sites and how these communities
dissolve after the minerals are harvested. Each
poem related to the subject helped to create the
sense of a temporary community and illustrated
the migrant lives this group of people had lived.
Ratliff read her poems before Carlsen read
his. Like Armstrong, Ratliff, a reporter for the
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Winona Daily News, enjoys writing poems about
nature. Ratliff displayed this love of nature by
reading a poem she wrote about her experiences
on Lake Superior with her mother. Ratliff also
read a poem describing a night with her hus
band as they cooked dinner together. With each
descriptor of the pasta and shrimp they were
making, Ratliff turned a regular dinner into
something extraordinary.
Ratliff also read a poem she had been working
on with the help of the other people involved
with this reading, including Hovda.
Hovda started off the night of poetry read
ings with emotional poems dealing with gender
expression and relationships. Hovda also read
a poem about walking around in Paris and the
vivid descriptions of the city helped the audience
visualize the location being described.

"You're seeing three
different stages of poetic
development."

senior Cassandra Pearson found enjoyable.
"I really liked the variety of poets," Pearson
said. "I could still identify with all of them no
matter what they talked about."
The variety of poets in this reading is what
Armstrong found captivating as well.
"It is interesting, because I am a poet who has
established myself in my career, Zach is just
starting to establish himself and Marcia and Sam
are recently ending their undergraduate careers
and developing their poems," Armstrong said.
"You're seeing three different stages of poetic
development."
By looking at the different stages of poetic de
velopment, Winona State is expanding its poetry
community. With the expansion of this com
munity, the university will continue to graduate
creative poets and writers while nurturing the
talents of aspiring poets.

BY ELIZABETH PULANCO

features reporter / copy editor

epulancol 2@winona.edu

-English professor James Armstrong
On a more humorous note, Hovda read a piece
about being a Minnesotan in Los Angeles, and
how much *of a contrast there is between the
two locations. Hovdas point of reference for this
poem was attending a Los Angeles wedding as a
person from Minnesota.
Hovda had some friends in the crowd, and one
of his friends, senior Brittney Bluhm, thought it
was neat to see this side of him.
"It was interesting to hear Sam talk about being
a Minnesotan in L.A., because he made me think
about traveling and what I want to do after col
lege," Bluhm said. "I will still bring my values I
developed while in Minnesota wherever I go."
This reading was unique in the fact that the
poems being read had no singular connection or
theme besides the people reading them. This lead
to multiple types of poems being read, which
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Behind the Scenes: UPAC's spring concert
J
ust in case the news has not traveled far and
wide enough yet, on Mar. 19 SoMo is headlin
ing Winona State University's annual spring con
cert. R. City will open up the show at 7:30 p.m.
in the McCown Fieldhouse before the headlining
band takes the stage at 8:30 p.m.
But how does all this come to be? How does
Winona State manage to put on an annual spring
concert? Well, it is all thanks to UPAC.
The process of bringing a band to the university
all starts with money, as so many things usually
do.
According to Director of UPAC Brittany Bieber,
UPAC receives $95,000 every year.
This much money could probably convince the
Backstreet Boys to get back together and come to
Winona, but sadly, this entire UPAC budget does
not fund the concert.
"Usually were given about a $30,000 budget for
the artist," Ashley Brotherton, UPAC concerts
director, said. "This year we were able to get our
person for lower than expected."
Another $5,000 is doled out for the opening
band.
"We did spend a little bit more this year on [R.
City], but [they are] going to be playing longer
than the normal time that an opener plays," Bie
ber said.
UPAC creates a long list of bands they can
afford to bring to the university and then surveys
the students. The survey plays an important role
in deciding the genre of the visiting musician.
Unfortunately, it is not always a clear-cut deci
sion. According to Brotherton, the poll usually
results in a tie between hip-hop/rap and country.
With the campus so divided, Brotherton looks
at it this way, "We aren't going to please every
single person, but can we please the majority?"

A subgroup of UPAC then spends a couple of
weeks narrowing down the list of artists in the
chosen genre for the year and presents five to 10
musicians to the whole group. The members vote,
and the negotiating begins.
As many people know, artists can be a finicky
bunch. All requests, weird or not, are negotiated
by the agents.
"We have an agent who deals with their agents,"
Bieber said.
During the negotiation process, the hired agent
discusses what Winona State can and cannot
provide for the band. If the band decides they ab
solutely cannot play without their requests being
met, the agent begins negotiating with the second
band on the list, and so on and so forth, until an
agreement is met.
As for any strange requests this year, Brotherton laughed and said not really.
"Its a page and half of bullet points for hospi
tality," Brotherton said. "Half the time there's an
alcohol list, and we have to cross out every single
one because we're a dry campus."
During negotiations, UPAC tries their best to
keep the concert from conflicting with other club
events.
Then, once the T's are crossed and the Is are
dotted, UPAC starts planning. It is a chaotic time
for UPAC, and they do their best to stay on top of
things.
"We're in a big group chat, and it blows my
phone up every day," Brotherton said.
As for the actual set-up and production, UPAC
is eagerly awaiting.
"The night before the event we will put up the
stage," Bieber said.
While negotiating with the band may seem
difficult, setup is no easy task either.

Students buying their spring
concert tickets during the first
day of sales.

LAUREN REUTELER
photographer

Ireutelerll @winona.edu

"I don't think anybody fully understands what
we do because [the performers] literally come
with one or two people and those one or two
people help us unload three, four, five trucks like big trucks - semis sometimes, and then they
tell us what to do," Brotherton said. "We're there
manhandling big platforms that [around] six of
us need to carry."
They have tried to get help in the past, but on
a strict budget, they cannot afford to pay anyone
for it. Last year, they tried to get the football play
ers to come help, but it did not pan out, accord
ing to Brotherton.
While the negotiating and production can be a
pain, the UPAC members are excited to put on a
show.
"My favorite part is right before all the people
enter, when the stage is fully set, the bands doing
their sound check, and you kind of just look at it,
and you're like 'alright, here we go,"'-Brotherton
said.
BY KAYSEY PRICE
features reporter

kpricel 0@winona.edu
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A poem: Hospital Personnel
Wow I just spend 3 days in Winona's hospital and 3 days in St Mary's in Mayo
What an experience I have had
Plato said, the greatest good that man can do is that which benefits his fellow man
That's what all my doctors did and all the nurses do
And they are the experts, such masters
They treated me like royalty, many from Winona State
One time at Mayo I had two Winona State nurses
One said she had a tee shirt with my face on it
And they joked about my being famous for my announcing Winona State basketball
What an ego stroke that was and still is
Well when we go only memories remain
Back to these experts, congratulations to all, you have chosen a career with heart
And all you medical personnel that help us stay alive God bless you all
Dr. Brice Wilkinson
Professor emeritus WSU

See your opinions here!

Madison Rowe

Masuilewicz
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Warriors move winning streak to five over weekend

T

he Winona State University mens basket
ball team extended its winning streak to five
with two home wins last week against St. Cloud
State University and the University of Minnesota
Duluth.
The Warriors sit at third in the NSIC South Di
vision behind Augustana University and Minne
sota State University.
"I'm very pleased with our effort lately," Winona
State head coach Todd Eisner said. "Our success
has been based on our defending."
Winona State defeated St. Cloud State Friday
night 96-78 at McCown Gymnasium.
The Warrior's 96 points marked the most they
have scored in a game since they defeated Minot
State 98-76 on November 19, 2011.
The Warriors jumped out to a quick start which
included hitting their first six shots from the field.
Winona State shot 38-of-63 from the field (60.3
percent), marking their best performance of the
season.
After the Warriors 10-2 lead to begin the game,
the Huskies rallied back. A Corey Jeffs 3-pointer
started an 8-0 lead for the Warriors. Junior guard
Riley Bambenek connected on a 3-pointer which
made it 30-23 in favor of the Warriors with 8:22
to go in the first half.
Isaiah Gray and senior forward Mark Blacklock
connected on a pair of 3-pointers to maintain a
first-half lead, but the Huskies tied things up at
44 points by halftime.
St. Cloud State went on an early run in the
second half to put them ahead 53-49, but a 21-4
Warrior run reclaimed a lead that they would
never give back. St. Cloud State didn't cut the
deficit any more than nine points throughout the
rest of the game and the Warriors claimed a 9678 victory.
Gray led the Warriors with 21 points on 8-of11 shooting to go along with five rebounds, two
assists and two steals.
Bambenek netted 16 points on 7-of-13 shooting
with five rebounds and four assists.
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Senior forward Mark Blacklock drives to the basket against Minnesota Duluth Saturday in Winona. JACOB STRIKER
The Warriors defeated the Bulldogs 81-60.
photographer

jstriker 12@winona.edu

Junior forward Kyle Bauman scored 16 points
on 6-of-12 shooting with six rebounds, while
Blacklock finished with 15 points and nine re
bounds.
The Warriors out-rebounded the Huskies by a
figure of 35-24, with each team collecting nine
turnovers.
The Warriors beat Minnesota Duluth at home
on Saturday night with a score of 81-60.
Bauman led the Warriors in scoring with 19
points of 7-of-10 shooting to go with eight re
bounds and two blocks.
Eisner said Bauman has been fighting the flu all
week, despite the statistics he contributed.
"I wasn't as tired as I thought I'd be with the
flu," Bauman said.
Bauman opened up the game with a 3-pointer

in the first possession for the Warriors.
After ensuing 3-pointers from Masberg, Blacklock and Bambenek, the Warriors were off to a
14-4 lead, forcing a Bulldog timeout.
Consecutive Bambenek 3-pointers followed
shortly after to extend the Warrior lead 24-13.
A 15-4 Warrior run was capped off after a
Blacklock 3-point-play and a couple of Bauman
free throws. Winona State headed to the locker
room with a 41-24 halftime lead.
The Bulldogs cut the Warrior lead to 11 after a
run at the beginning of the second half, but Bam
benek regained the lead for the Warriors after
connecting on a 3-pointer which sparked a 9-2
Warrior run with 12:20 to go in the game.
Continued on page 18, see Basketball.

Basketball, continued from page 16.
Another Bambenek 3-pointer increased the
Warrior lead to 20, and Winona State eventually
won 81-60.
"That was a complete performance," Bambenek
said. "That was the first time we have been locked
in on both ends."
Bambenek scored 17 points on 5-of-9 shooting

from behind the arc along with a game-high six
assists.
Blacklock had 10 points with seven rebounds.
The Warriors posted with a season-high 22 as
sists on 29 made buckets, while Duluth threw out
four assists total. Winona State out-rebounded
the Bulldogs by a mark of 39-27.

Winona State (12-19,11-6 NSIC) plays its last
regular season home games next weekend begin
ning with Minnesota State on Friday, followed by
Concordia-St. Paul University on Saturday.
BY REID PETERS

sports reporter

rpeters14@winona.edu

Tennis looks to bounce back after opening loss
D

ating back to last season, the Winona State
University women's tennis team has now
lost their last 11 matches.
The Warriors started off the season with an 8-1
loss to the Carleton College Knights last weekend
at the Winona Tennis Center.
Winona State has now dropped four straight
matches to the Knights.
Sophomore and captain Rachel Gantz, along
with sophomore Justine Daane emphasized how
young of a team they are and how it will only get
better as the season continues.
Gantz was very excited about the partnership of
Daane and herself.
"It was fun getting the win last week and we
are expecting to be successful heading into our
matchup next week," Gantz said.
The Warriors head up to Grand Forks where
they will first face off against the Bemidji State
Beavers at 3:30 p.m.
The team is ready to move on from the tough
loss last week and start the conference matches.
Bemidji State has finished in the bottom half
of the conference for five years in a row Beaver
head coach Mark Fodness has yet to lead a team

to a winning season since coming to the team
four years ago.
The Warriors have come out on top in both
matches against the Beavers in the last two years.
Gantz said this is the first time the team will take
a long road trip and she is expecting it will take a
some time to adjust.
Bemidji State is not the only team the Warriors
will face in Grand Forks.
Saturday morning Winona State will take on
the University of Minnesota, Crookston team in
an 8 a.m. match.
Rewinding all the way back to 2008, the War
riors have yet to lose a point to the Golden
Eagles, beating them 9-0 in each of the last seven
matches.
The Golden Eagles have not won a match since
late March of 2014, finishing last year with an
0-16 record.
They were only able to win nine points out of
144 possible points last year.
Daane said the Warriors are confident this is
a weekend they can come out victorious for the
first time since Mar. 9 of last year.
Gantz also explained how victory is not neces

sarily what they are looking for, they are heading
into this weekend expecting everyone to improve
and enjoy the weekend.
These matchups will be the first look into
league play and will play an important role in the
seeds of the NSIC tournament.
Gantz explained how both matches will be
tough, but everyone has been practicing hard and
they are motivated to get "wins across the board."
Gantz said the biggest thing they took away
from last week is how their agility and offensive
game needs to be improved and everyone has
been working very hard on this all week.
After the weekend in North Dakota, the wom
en will head to Sioux Falls to take on Minnesota
State University, Mankato and Southwest Minne
sota State University.
"The extended road trip will be a challenge for
the girls," Gantz said. "But it will also be a fun
time where the girls will really get to know each
other."
BY SPENCER ELLINGSON

sports reporter

sellingson15@winona.edu

Gymnastics posts best score of season, place second

T

he Winona State University gymnastics team
posted a season-high score en route to sec
ond place Friday night at the Gershon/McLellan
Invitational in La Crosse.
At the three-team invitational, the University
of Wisconsin-La Crosse took first with a 187.700
followed by the Warriors with a 185.625 and last
ly the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire with a
183.750.
The Warriors were consistent throughout each
event, scoring a 46.350 on vault, a 46.375 on the

bars, a 46.750 on the beam and a 46.150 on the
floor exercise.
Winona State took the vault title again this
week after beating La Crosse on the event last
week as well. Senior Jade Donaldson won the
event with a score of 9.350. Sophomore Taylor
Lewis and senior Emily Goldeman tied for third
place with 9.300s. Senior Brooke Hiestand scored
a 9.250 while first-year Natalie Koehler added a
9.150.
Sophomore Eboni Jackson led the Warriors on

beam, which was the Warriors' best event of the
meet, scoring a 9.625 and placing second. Soph
omore Katie Carling added a 9.425 on the event,
Koehler a 9.375 and first-year Miranda Saathoff a
9.275.
Rolbiecki said they had a season high score on
beam and she felt the girls did an exceptional job.

Continued on page 18, see Gymnastics.
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Gymnastics, continued from page 17.
On the bars sophomore Katie Pipp took the
lead for the team scoring a 9.575, while Jackson
added a score of 9.475 and senior Olivia Cattelino
a 9.325.
"Pipp has had rock solid consistency and been
working really hard," Rolbiecki said.
In the floor exercise, Hiestand scored a 9.525
and finshed second in the event. Sophomore
Jessica Gabriel added a score of 9.275, Donaldson
added a 9.225 and Carling a 9.100.
Carling said both her personal performance
and their performance a team has been getting
consistently better through out the season.

After last weeks meet Donaldson mentioned
the team is slowing building and they are hoping
that helps them getting to nationals.
Carling said the team's biggest goal this season
is to make it to the national meet.
"I guess I could peg that as my individual goal
too. I want to be able to be consistent enough for
the team so that we can make it to nationals and
have a good meet at regionals and carry on our
season," Carling said.
In order for the Warriors to qualify for the
national meet they must place in the top three
teams at the regional meet.

Carling said the level of team chemistry is good
this year.
"We click really well and we're able to be there
for each other," Carling said. "That's one of the
best things about this team, we're there for each
other and when something goes wrong we band
together and we figure what we need to fix."
Winona State competes Tuesday, Feb. 9 at home
against the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh and
Friday Feb. 12 at Illinois State University.
BY REAGAN JOHNSON

sports reporter

rjjohnsonl 2@winona.edu

Track and field claims pair of events
T

Perkins said Deschaine performed well.
he Winona State University women's track
team sent its jumpers to compete at the
"She had a fantastic day," said Coach Perkins.
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh on Friday. The "We're excited with conference being three weeks
away."
team took third place with two Warriors placing
This was followed by junior Andrea Bartz in
first in their events.
Jump coach Evan Perkins said having a choice
second place with a mark of 5.29 meters (17-4
where to compete can help their team.
1/4) and sophomore Alexandria Schmidt in third
"This time of the indoor season we really get to place with a mark of 5.27 meters (17-3 1/2).
pick and choose which meets to attend in order
Winona State also claimed the triple jump
to create the best competition for our athletes,"
event, which was won by Bartz's 11.47-meter
jump coach Evan Perkins said. "It really shows
(37-7 3/4) leap. In second place was sophomore
our depth and skill level. We did really well."
Amanda Schaefer with a mark of 10.98 meters
The long jump was won by the Warriors as they (36 1/4).
occupied the top three slots with junior Hailey
"I know I can make it past 11 meters. I did
Deschaine at the top. Deschaine was victorious in before in high school. It's frustrating," Schaefer
her event as she set a personal best of 5.57 meters said. "I haven't done it for a while and it's just a
(18 3/4), a provisional qualifying mark.
little hard to get back into it. But it's exciting to do
"It was one of those jumps when you feel it's
again."
going to be a good one while you're in the air a
The high jump also put Schaefer in second
lot longer. It was my last jump so it felt real good," place when she cleared a provisional qualifying
Deschaine said. "But my hand happened to brush distance of five feet, five and a quarter inches.
the sand a little bit behind me and they marked
"I've always done a little bit of everything,"
Schaefer said.
that spot. I actually landed a good four or six
Perkins said Schaefer has been able to rebound
inches longer. Working up to this point has been
baby steps. To get to that 19 (meter) mark, that's
after breaking her ankle.
"She's been doing well," said Perkins. "After she
the big goal."
(&: '•tt m
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broke her ankle, It was a work in progress with
all the rehab to get her healthy. Now she's doing
good things and working on the technique. It's
great to see her get back on that bicycle."
Winona State competed in one running event
at the meet, a 200 meter dash where sophomore
Tamika Tucker clocked in 26.54 seconds for the
second place spot.
"It was less of a team atmosphere, since not all
of us were there to cheer each other on," Schaefer
said. "But I kind of like it when there's less people.
There's pros and cons."
Perkins said he was proud of the team's hard
work and progress throughout the season.
Winona State will have its next competition on
Friday at St. Thomas in St. Paul before heading
to the NSIC Multi Championships on Sunday in
Mankato.

BY KILAT FITZGERALD

sports reporter

kfitzgeraldl 3@winona.edu

In the peanut gallery...
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel will face off on a hot topic in sports. The world of sports is changing quickly and
constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this week.
Lambert and Thiel will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why you they are right.

Two weeks ago, the NBA announced the rosters for the All-Star game and many noteworthy players were left off. This week, Matthew Lambert and Sam
Thiel voice their opinions about which snubbed player deserves an All-Star bid. Let's talk about it... (Recap by Sam Thiel)

This week's topic: NBA All-Star snubs
When looking at the NBA, basketball
giants such as Golden State and San
Antonio dominate the All-Star Game, so
it's easy to get left off its roster.
Among those left off was Damian Lillard
of the Portland Trailblazers, who is in his
fourth season and has silently developed
into a premier point guard in the league.
First, Lillard should be an All-Star is
because he is having a career year. He
is averaging 24 points, 7.3 assists and
4.4 rebounds, all career-highs. Lillard is
holding his own among the leagues best
point guards and the only reason he makes
the All-Star team is because someone gets
injured. It's time he gets recognized for his
hard work.
Second, Lillard is carrying the entire
team on his six-foot three-inch framed
body. Ever since center LaMarcus Aldridge
joined the Spurs in the offseason, the
Blazers have handed the reigns to Lillard,
who has steered Portland toward the
postseason, now just two games back of
the eighth seed in the West.
My final point deals with fan popularity.
Lillard has not only competed in all five
events of All-Star weekend before, but has
generated a following through his recent
career as a rap star, including the popular
"Four Bar Fridays" on Instagram and his
song entitled "Bigger Than Us."
The fans may get to vote, but they are
choosing wrong. Vote for Lillard.

Look carefully, because one of these
players is in the NBA All-Star game
coming up, and the other has been
snubbed, again.
Player A: 21.4 PPG, 6.6 APG, 3 RPG,
.419 FG%, .350-3PT%, .895 FT%, 1.1
STLPG and 2.8 TOPG.
Player B: 20.2 PPG, 5 APG, 4.3 RPG, .421
FG%, .367-3PT%, .859 FT%, 1.8 STLPG
and 2.2 TOPG.
Extremely similar numbers, right? Well,
Player A got in. He's Isaiah Thomas. Player
B is Kemba Walker, my snub of the AllStar game.
Here are some important things to keep
in mind for All-Star voting: what has a
player done to improve from their previous
seasons, and where is their team.
Walker has improved in every statistical
category, except for assists where he's had
three seasons over five assists per game.
Nonetheless, Walker's been healthy and
effective on the court.
Now look at the Hornets' team. A1
Jefferson has played 17 games, Michael
Kidd-Gilchrist has played five and their
draft pick Frank Kaminsky looks awful.
Walker has had to rely on the likes of
Marvin Williams, Jeremy Lin and Cody
Zeller. And they're still only a game and
halfback from the eighth seed.
I've never had faith in the All-Star voting,
and Walker not getting in does not help.

BY SAM THIEL
sports editor

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT
sports reporter

sthielll@winona.edu

mlambertll@winona.edu
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with WSU Summer Session!
FIRST SUMMER SESSION j MAY 31 - JULY 1
SECOND SUMMER SESSION I JULY 5 - AUGUST 5
REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH 1, 2016»
COURSE OPTIONS ARE VIEWABLE ONLINE NOW!
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